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The entrance to the first Tresor 
-  founded in 1991. 6



Tresor is an institution in Berlin. Tresor is one of the most influential institutions in the world of electronic music.              
It stands as a particular symbol for the re-unification of the youth in East and West Berlin and for the concerted dawn of 
a new musical generation entirely inspired by techno. 

During the early 90s in Berlin many industrial ruins and buildings with unclear ownership offered powerful spaces. 
Those places only needed to provide the necessary infrastructure in order to function as playgrounds for artists and 
creative minds to make their ideas become real. The key was called „temporary use“. Because of manageable and 
limited time of use the proprietors cooperated, the rents were affordable.

Tresor.Berlin was found 1991 during an exploration of old East Berlin streets in search of the unpredictable. Opening 
the rusty doors to a cellar of a bank building that was abandoned for many years was also the opening to a completely 
new concept and experience. The founders captured the energy of the re-united Berlin and the chances within these 
massive steel-enforced concrete walls. Taking this outstanding location and endowing it with a new purpose whilst 
keeping the basic structure as it is, guaranteed that its original feel and function remained visible. This, and picking up 
on the new musical input of the early 90`s and exchanging ideas and music especially with Detroit, made Tresor.Berlin 
develop to the concrete symbol of Techno and one of the most well-known club projects for electronic music 
worldwide.
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WHERE WE ARE COMING FROM  

THE ORIGINS OF TRESOR

Tresor.Beijing 4

http://www.facebook.com/note_redirect.php?note_id=122138424464051&h=d02caa74f8bcb5b5189b0f3714959e4d&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2F%23%21%2Fpages%2FBerlin-Germany%2FTresor%2F71319732572%3Fref%3Dts
http://www.facebook.com/note_redirect.php?note_id=122138424464051&h=d02caa74f8bcb5b5189b0f3714959e4d&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2F%23%21%2Fpages%2FBerlin-Germany%2FTresor%2F71319732572%3Fref%3Dts
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WHERE WE ARE HEADING TO 

THE CULTURAL DIALOGUE

Tresor.Beijing 6

This “Berlin principle of temporary use“, the turn of an empty part of a building, the transformation of an industrial ruin 
into a creative zone can now be extended to it's own Beijing principle.

As the historic meaning of the vault of the old bank building where Tresor was found, was unique, the former special 
bomb-proof refuge is of the same league of encountered treasures. The raw charm and authenticity of these two 
powerful spaces in Berlin and in Beijing were and are to be kept in an unfinished state offering room for creativity and 
cultural expression. Tresor.Beijing shall stand for the exchange between Chinese and German artists and its audience, 
a centre built for electronic music, light and sound installations, media arts and cross disciplinary artistic visions. To 
become a place of dialogue, inspiration and future. It's about extending the common sense of what a techno club 
could be imagined.

The European trade press will highlight Tresor.Beijing as a guiding theme and therefore provide exceptional conditions 
for Chinese DJs to come to Germany and subsequently establish themselves in other European countries. The Tresor, 
originally established as “Made in Germany”, builds a stage and a playground in China for Chinese DJs and artists of 
the various disciplines to use as a springboard to Europe.  
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WHAT ELSE MOVES US

THE INTERDICIPLINARY  APPROACH

Tresor.Beijing 8

Next to the club weekends, the musical core of Tresor.Beijing, a series of inter disciplinary events will define the non-
club program. The synthesis of creativity within the fields of Music, Visuals, Film, Arts, Design, Media, Theatre, 
Literature, Fashion, Food and Environment will create its own, new language. The specific extension of the club's 
program will be curated independently from the musical program but will form an essential part of Tresor.Beijing's 
identity.

As part of the "cultural creative company” a key module for furtehr outreach will be the establishment of an Academy 
for Electronic Arts. Academic programs on different aspects of electronic music and arts will be featured in order to 
inspire the cultural dialogue. Exchanging our knowledge and creating an open field of inspiration where electronica 
melts with contemporary Chinese musical streams just as traditional Chinese musical roots is part of a collaborative 
and bidirectional approach.

Since 2009 Tresor.Berlin searches for young, creative artists in Germany and gives them the chance for professional 
support, practice and international experiences. It brings new talents together with Tresors family of musicians and dj 
legends, the ones that started up also as a young talent in Tresor. It's called Tresor.next and shall be an integral part for 
the international character of the Academy in Beijing. Artistic exchange between artists from Germany, China, the East 
and the West, between students and tutors, talents and legends will bring the cultural foundations together to enrich 
each other.

http://www.facebook.com/note_redirect.php?note_id=122138424464051&h=3673992246c2f965a4281acec4392049&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2F%23%21%2Fpages%2FTresornext%2F101025603271395ref%3Dts
http://www.facebook.com/note_redirect.php?note_id=122138424464051&h=3673992246c2f965a4281acec4392049&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2F%23%21%2Fpages%2FTresornext%2F101025603271395ref%3Dts


TRESOR.BEIJING AT 
FANG JIA HU TONG 46

„Where people are creative, creativity needs 
freedom and freedom needs a market.“ 

(Xu LI, Hutong Art Zone) 

Techno Club & Space for Electronic Music and Arts

Tresor.Beijing 9
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WHO WE WORK TOGETHER WITH 

COOPERATION WITH FANG JIA 46 

Tresor.Beijing 10

In its implementation of the "principle of temporary use" Tresor.Beijing at Fang Jia 46 will be able to offer: 

+ in-place and external events and productions 
+ temporary and permanent exhibitions 
+ work spaces as playgrounds for creatives     

Through this, Tresor.Beijing is to become a production, exhibition and event location, curated by local and international 
event managers, hosting a multitude of cultural businesses. Fang jia hu tong 46 is being looked at with high curiosity 
and appreciation for its preserved historical background. Applying our collective experience, we plan to incorporate 
this foundation and offer our consultancy regarding a successful long term development.

Initiated by the Goethe Institute we have been asked to trigger the cultural dialogue in the realm of electronic arts. Next 
to other sponsors, the German Ministry for Foreign Affairs in Peking is supporting this approach that meanwhile has 
become more than a simple opportunity. And now after long search and negotiations a perfect place and partner has 
been found in the Fang jia hu tong 46 and its team. 

http://www.facebook.com/note_redirect.php?note_id=122138424464051&h=c1fccfdfcd366d4f2625a9f6514a1638&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2F%23%21%2Fgroup.php%3Fgid%3D10906357439%26ref%3Dts
http://www.facebook.com/note_redirect.php?note_id=122138424464051&h=c1fccfdfcd366d4f2625a9f6514a1638&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2F%23%21%2Fgroup.php%3Fgid%3D10906357439%26ref%3Dts
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Tresor.FangJia46

Club entrance and exit 

Cafe

Intersection Club / Cafe

STREET
 Cafe entrance

Club in the basement

 Fang Jia entrance

Tresor.Beijing 12

Space for Electronic Music and Arts



The entrance to the first Tresor 
-  founded in 1991. 6

Tresor.Beijing 13

THE BASEMENT
A BOMB PROOF BUNKER THAT 
WILL FIND TRANSFORMATION  
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STEEL GRATING
MOUNTED ON UNDERSIDE
OF BEAMS
HEIGHT FROM FLOOR= 210cm

H= 85cm

BEAM SURFACE
FOR VISUALS

CORTEN STEEL ELEMENTS:

1- ENTRANCE DOORS
    2 double wing aluminum doors clad in corten steel on both sides
    w=68,5 cm  h=215 cm/ door

2- INNER ENTRANCE GATE
     2 fixed elements (under beam): w=154 cm   h=85 cm/ element
     1 fixed element (under beam): w=200 cm   h=85 cm
     2 fixed elements: w=154 cm   h=210 cm/ element
     2 doors: w=100 cm   h=210 cm/ door

3- LICQUOR STORAGE CAGE
     3a- 1 fixed element (under beam): w=271 cm   h=85 cm
           1 fixed element: w=70 cm   h=210 cm
           1 fixed element: w=131 cm   h=210 cm
           1 door: w=70 cm   h=210 cm

     3b- 1 fixed element (under beam): w=204 cm   h=85 cm
           1 fixed element: w=204 cm   h=210 cm

     3c- 1 fixed element (under beam): w=203 cm   h=85 cm
           1 fixed element: w=203 cm   h=210 cm

4- CLOAK ROOM CAGE
     4a- 1 fixed element (under beam): w=273 cm   h=85 cm
           1 fixed element: w=273 cm   h=210 cm

     4b- 1 fixed element (under beam): w=204 cm   h=85 cm
           1 fixed element: w=134 cm   h=210 cm
           1 door: w=70 cm   h=210 cm

     4c- 1 fixed element (under beam): w=203 cm   h=85 cm
           1 fixed element: w=133 cm   h=210 cm
           1 door: w=70 cm   h=210 cm

5- 16 fixed elements (under beams): w= approx. 210 cm   h=85 cm
     *refer to plan for exact widths

6- BAR
    welded corten steel panels: thickness 5-10 mm (whatever required)
    1 front panel l=1200 cm   h=115 cm
    2 side panels w=40 cm   h=115 cm/ panel
    2 side panels w=38 cm   h=85 cm/ panel
    1 counter top panel l=1200 cm   w=40 cm (treated polished surface)

    recessed socket: h=5 cm, integrated LED lighting
    *refer to drawings for details

7- HIGH TABLE
    welded corten steel panels: thickness 5-10 mm
    base constructed in combination with brick wall
    1 back panel I=269 cm   h= 115 cm
    2 side panels w=16 cm   h= 115 cm
    1 counter top panel l=269 cm   w=40 cm (treated polished surface)
     *refer to drawings for details
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8- WALL MOUNTED SHELVING
    total: 8
    welded corten steel panels: thickness 5-10 mm (whatever required)
    l=245 cm   w=18 cm   h=295 cm
   *refer to drawings for details

9-  DJ BOOTH
     welded corten steel panels: thickness 5-10 mm (whatever required)
     1 front panel l=220 cm   h=115 cm
     2 side panels w=50 cm   h=115 cm
     counter top: wood
     booth integrated into pedestal
     *refer to drawings for details

10- PEDESTAL
      h=17 cm
      recessed socket: h=5 cm, integrated LED lighting running along
      entire perimeter
     *refer to drawings for details

11- SLIDING DOORS ON STEEL TRACK
      total: 3
      w=90 cm   h=205 cm
      track: l=600 cm   h=6 cm

12- SMALL BAR
      welded corten steel panels: thickness 5-10 mm (whatever required)
      1 front panel l=250 cm   h=115 cm
      2 side panels w=40 cm   h=115 cm/ panel
      2 side panels w=38 cm   h=85 cm/ panel
      1 counter top panel l=250 cm   w=40 cm (treated polished surface)

      recessed socket: h=5 cm, integrated LED lighting
      *refer to drawings for details

13- WALL MOUNTED SHELVES

      SMALL BAR (MOUNTED TO WALL BEHIND BAR)
      L-shaped
      2 shelves: l=90 cm   w=12 cm   h=10 cm
      1 shelve: l=120 cm   w=12 cm   h=10 cm
      1 shelve: l=90 cm   w=18 cm   h=10 cm
      1 shelve: l=120 cm   w=18 cm   h=10 cm

      ON COLUMNS IN FRONT OF SEATING AREA
      L-shaped with turned up edge
      total: 21 (3 shelves/ column at different heights)
      l=45 cm   w=12 cm   h=13 cm

14- UNISEX WASHROOMS
      *refer to drawings

15- WALL CLADDING IN URINAL ROOM
      welded corten steel panels: thickness 2-3 mm (whatever required)
      1 panel l=186 cm   h=279 cm
      1 panel w=8,5 cm   h=279 cm

16- GATE FOR WATER PUMP NICHE
      2 fixed elements: w=70 cm   h=117,5 cm
      1 door in 2 parts: w=80 cm   h=235 cm (each part: h=117,5)
      *refer to drawings

17- GATE FOR TUNNEL
      2 fixed elements: w=70 cm   h=117,5 cm
      1 door in 2 parts: w=80 cm   h=235 cm (each part: h=117,5)
      *refer to drawings

18- FIRE STAIR
      *refer to drawings

WALL MOUNTED SHELVES

LONG BENCH SQUARE BENCH LOW TABLE

17

Tresor.Designdrafts
Space for Electronic Music and Arts

Tresor.Beijing







THE GROUNDFLOOR 
A SPACE FOR MUSIC, FOOD,

EVENTS AND SPENDING TIME

20Tresor.Beijing
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The Cafe. The cross-disciplinary base of our approach will find its second platform at the Tresor.Cafe. Especially 
during non-club hours it is here, where creative people of all kind can spend time in an open and matching atmosphere. 
Similar to the concept of the famous Tresor-related “Fisch-Labor” in Berlin in the 90s or its offspring the “Berlin.Atonal” 
Festival, the cafe offers space for people and events belonging to the multitude of various genres such as Music, 
Visuals, Film, Arts, Design, Media, Theatre, Literature, Fashion, Food and Environment and thus giving space for the 
fast developing creative language of Beijing. Following this essential extension, Tresor.Beijing will focus on a series of 
smaller events at the cafe, focusing on cultural micro structures and supporting the cultural network approach.

The Studio. Beijing.Tresor will not only introduce a broad range of electronic music to China but also offer programs to 
introduce the principles of electronic music production. The Tresor.Studio will invite musicians and DJs to produce their 
ideas in a professional setup. Furthermore, the studio will be a place of workshops and seminars open to musical 
enthusiasts of all kind. Facilities and concept are compatible to cover the range from absolute beginners to absolute 
pros. The studio is the first step to establish the academy of electronic arts.

The Store. Beijing lacks the offer of a MI (Musical Industry) store dedicated to the production of electronic music and 
DJ culture. The Tresor.Store will cover the palette of electronic music production with a careful selection of hard- and 
software products. The store concept is based on the experience of nearly two decades of electronic music 
production. Store and studio will follow the same philosophy of puting the creative production process into the 
foreground rather than the equipment only. 

FROM CLUB TO PRODUCTION  
THE OPEN PLATFORM, THE ACADEMY



Tresor Cafe/BarLoungBistro



Tresor.Company

TRESOR

FANG JIA

23Tresor.Beijing

EVENTS 
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR 

THE CORE = THE CLUB
OPEN 

 FRIDAY&SATURDAY NIGHT

The Cafe

Tresor Festivals

The Club

THE EXTENSION 
OPEN 

DAY & NIGHT 

LONG TERM COOPERATION WITH 
733 MUSIC CITY DEVELOPMENT

Chengdu Support

Tresor.Academy

PROGRAM 
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR 

Space for Electronic Music and Arts
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REACHING OUT
THE  COMPANY STRUCTURE AND EXPANSION 

The Company. The agreement of a cooperation of Fang Jia and Tresor was found after seeing many other alternative 
locations and especially meeting many other land-lords and potential cooperation partners. The mindset and approach 
to our project was by far the most the most compatible with the one from Fang Jia’s. The mutual share of respect, trust 
and comparable risks build the foundation for our collaboration. Internal changes within the Fang Jia Holding will allow 
us to collaborate in the development of the entire area and strengthen the options for further expansion. 

Chengdu. Furthermore an outstanding opportunity is given to us due to strong relations the Fang Jia management 
holds to the government-owned Chengdu Media Group. A “Music City” is to be developed within the area of the old 
russian-build factory called 733 in Chengdu based on a budget of 200 million Euro. Next to the global players related to 
the music industry, we are asked to develop a part of this area embedding a night club for electronic music. Chengdu 
Media group will pay for all expenditures and we help to play a bigger role in the international league. Wanting to 
support the yet existing local powers within the field of electronic music, we will collaborate with the established Panda 
Club. The idea behind is to share the investments, especially in artist travel costs for our Beijing base. 

Festivals. If in Beijing, Chengdu or all over China, the Tresor.Festivals can tour throughout the year and attract up to 
50.000 people. Comparable to the e.g. yet established INTRO Festival, the potential and demand is there, the network 
and image we bring though is very much more international and established. In addition we will not limit ourselves to 
the promotion of only electronic dance music, but expand into realms of ambient and experimental music. 



Tresor.ChengduNow

25Tresor.Beijing

Space for Electronic Music and Arts



Tresor.ChengduPlans

 area club spaces

26Tresor.Beijing

Space for Electronic Music and Arts



Tresor.Conclusions

CLEAR CONTRACT 
FOUNDATION

50 / 50 INPUT BEFORE 
OPENING

TRANSPARENCY

Techno Club & Space for Electronic Music and Arts

CLEAR DIVISION OF 
RESPONSIBILITIES

LETTER OF INTENT

27Tresor.Beijing



Tresor.Company

LICENCE AGREEMENT

TRESOR.BERLIN

TRESOR
(100’ T€ = 50 %)

FANG JIA
(100’ T€ = 50 %) Starting Capital: 200.000 �€

CLUB CAFE

FESTIVALS CHENGDU PROJECT 

EARTH FESTIVAL PEK

OUTSIDE PEK

X % of TURNOVER PER YEAR

WHAT WE DO 

28Tresor.Beijing

Space for Electronic Music and Arts



Tresor.Company

Chengdu  
Media Group 

Gehua 
(ChangCheng) 

733
Music City 

200 Mio EUR 

PANDA 
CLUB

TRESOR.BEIJING

CHANGCHENG, 
LIU, KUCHI

LANDLORD

1 Mio EUR 

TRESOR.BERLIN

TRESOR 
BEIJING 

COMPANY

100 T EUR (50%)  

Who is running Chengdu 
Project ? 

Who is running Fang Jia ?

Support

ManagementInvestment

Landlord to be out in June

Licence Agreement

100 T EUR (50%)  

Artist Sharing

29Tresor.Beijing

Licence Agreement

Space for Electronic Music and Arts



Licence 
Agreement

management 
and 

responsibilty  
Distribtion

FangJIa basement operated by 
TRESOR.BEIJING 

Tresor.Company

CHANGCHENG, 
LIU, KUCHI

TRESOR.BERLIN / 
DIMITRI

100 T EUR (50%)  

Licence Agreement

100 T EUR (50%)  

30Tresor.Beijing

MAX, RICKI, 
MARKUS

Tresor China UGFANG JIA EVENTS 

Investment
contract

Financing
and refunding 

issues 

Labour contract

for construction
and share of 
investment

for that 

Space for Electronic Music and Arts



Tresor.Licence

31Tresor.Beijing

LICENCE AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN FANG JIA AND TRESOR.CHINA UG

CONDITIONS 

- Usage of the name “Tresor.Beijing” and its logo only allowed when 

- Management at Tresor.China UG side 
- Design provided by Tresor Cina UG 
- Length of contract: 5 years 
- Restraint on competition for 5 years after eventual split of companies
- All lawyers to be approved by the International Chamber of Commerce
- Tresor.Beijing is also allowed to operate on other projects without Fang Jias approval
- ... 

Space for Electronic Music and Arts



Tresor.Team

DIVISIONS BEIJINGMANAGEMENT 
& DEVELOPMENT

SOUL FOUNDER  DIMITRI HEGEMANN

OFFICE MANAGEMENT
= 

PAN WANG

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
=

MAXIMILIAN REXRODT

STRUCTURAL BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT 

=
MARKUS SCHNEIDER

MUMU WANG (CHINA )

RICARDA FRICKE (X CHINA)

GENERAL MANAGEMENT 
=

RICARDA FRICKE

CREATIVE MANAGEMENT 
=

MARKUS SCHNEIDER

CULTURAL MANAGEMENT 
=

MUMU WANG

LOCAL RELATION 
= 

FANG JIA 
MUMU WANG 

LEGAL ISSUES
= 

FANG JIA 

ACCOUNTING

NIGHT / BAR MANAGEMENT

TECHNICAL / SOUND 
MANAGEMENT

WEB / ONLINE PR 

BERLIN LINK 

BOOKING / EVENT
=

DIANA ALAGIC

LIGHT DESIGN
=

RIK / TOFA

PR / TRESOR.M / DIMITRI 
=

RICARDA FRICKE

PROGRAM 
DEVELOPMENT

ARCHTECTURE & 
DESIGN

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
FINAL DESIGN EXECUTION

=
ANGELA LIARIKOS

ANNETTE OCHS

MEDIA & LIGHT DESIGN
=

THISMEDIA

 CROSS DISCIPLINARY  & 
CULTURAL PROGRAM 

=
MARKUS SCHNEIDER

MUMU WANG

BOOKING / EVENT
=

DIANA ALAGIC

CONSTRUCTION/ 
PROVIDING THE SPACE

= 
FANG JIA

WEBDESIGN

OFFICE AND CLUB STAFF

WEBDESIGN

MERCH DESIGN

MERCH DESIGN

Tresor.Beijing 32
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Tresor.Responsibilities

FANG JIA TRESOR

WHO IS DOING WHAT

Founding a local company

License for bar/teahouse

Local relation (government/police)

Construction according to Tresor design

Providing the space

License the name “Tresor” for  local company

Design of space and club facilities

Construction plan + direction

Sound, Light and Bar equipment

Managing the space

33Tresor.Beijing

The transformation of the space will be carried out by the Tresor team together with experts and 
workers from Fang Jia 46. Furthermore Tresor will invite German specialists to provide examples of 
successful building transformations under special conditions using ecological aspects, such as high-
end solar systems for the entire electricity supply. Tresors experience and know-how and the deep 
understanding of the mechanisms of a successful creative industry is what will be shared and 
extended. Working together will lead to a profitable return of investment exceeding the monetary 
aspect.

Space for Electronic Music and Arts



Tresor.Timing

LICENCE AGREEMENT

Tobias Thomas, Ada, Michael Meyer

START CONSTRUCTIONS

START COMMUNICATION ROLL OUT PLAN 

18.9

START FINAL DESIGNING

INAUGURATION17.9

25.9

1.7

1.8

8.6.

15.6.

LETTER OF INTENTION4.6.

34Tresor.Beijing

FOUNDING OF TRESOR.CHINA UG4.6.

Space for Electronic Music and Arts



Tresor.Web

tresorberlin.com | tresorbeijing.com

tresorbeijing.com tresorberlin.com

Tresor.RecordsTresor.Shop

when shipping to China is 
required, note to buy products 

also directly in store 

URL redirect to same page 

user to chose which of the two doors to enter  

club specific site club specific site

club non-specific sites

35Tresor.Beijing
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BEVERAGE 
INDUSTRY 

CARLSBERG
HEINEKEN

WODKA
JÄGERMEISTER

(tbc) 

MEDIA PARTNERS
GOETHE 
INSTITUT

PR

COOPERATIONS WITH 
OTHER EVENTS

(tbc) 

INDUSTRY

PHOTO VOLTAIG 
VENTILATION

STEEL
ETC

(tbc) 

ABLETON
NATIVE INSTRUMENTS

PIONEER
NUMARK

AKAI
JAZZMUTANT

(tbc) 

AUDIO INDUSTRY

Tresor.Partner

BLOGS
NEWSPAPERS 

MEDIA GROUPS 
NETWORKS

RADIOSTATIONS
FVF

(tbc)
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THANK YOU 
FOR YOUR ATTENTION 


